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ABSTRACTS

Mea锄r哪ent and EValuation of me mgh—quaIity
of ChiIla’s PmviIlcial Econ伽ic (4)

Sun Ha01，Gui Heqin92，Yang Don，
(1．&^oof矿眈。加m如s，历巧彘盯谬Go瞪^伽g‰如e瑚渺，日孵^ou 3JoDJ8；2．＆^ooZ矿B掷妇ss，

￡i∞c船ng‰西ers妙，Li∞ck昭2j12DDD；3．&^ooZ Q厂＆onomics帆d Bwi聊ss A dmin泌t删幻n，傩o，研ing
‰f秽ers浙，饥o，榭妇铀DD私)

Abstract：Based on the new development concept，this paper constructs t11e high—quality of economic

development index system，and measures the high—qualitv of China’s provincial economic development in

2017．The high—quality of economic development haS dvnamic attributes，and it is more practical to evaluate

the relative gap in the quality of pmvincial economic development．The research shows that at the provincial

level， the economic development of Beijing， Shanghai， Zhejiang， Guangdong， Jiangsu and Shandong

province is high quality．At the regional level，the quality of eeonomic deVelopment in the east is higher than

that in the centI．al and westem regions，and the qualitv of economic development in the south is higher than

that in the nonh．At the level of sub—indicators，relativelv speaking，China’s economic developmem quality

has advanta卵s in innovation，coordination and green dimensions，and there are shoncomings in the open-

ness and sharing dimensions．There is no necessary relationship between the high—quality of economic deVel-

opment and the level of economic development． Regardless of the level of economic deVelopment， aU

proVinces can improVe the high—quality of economic deVelopment by impmVing the pmcess of economic de-

velopment and making up disadVantages．

1【ey words：high—quality of economic development；new development concept；indicator system；rela-
tive index

A New Method about the Estimation of Hidden Markov Model and ltS AppIication (1 5)
Zhu Bin，Zheng Jing

(coffe舻矿&D∞m眈，劢巧i伽g‰西e巧妙矿死c^肋f99y，H彻髟肋u 3JDDJ8)

Abstract：Hidden Markov model is widely used in economics，6nance and b吹data．The model estima．

tion is the Viterbi al鼬rithm based on the maximum likelihood estimation．In this paper，a new estimation

method is given about hidden Markov models which is based on the recurrence theory of stochastic pmcesses．

Our method relies on tlle fact that the first hitting times to a fixed obseⅣation are identical dist“bution if

staning points con．esponds to the unique hidden state．Firstlv，the number of hidden states is estimated．Ac．

cording to the relationship between the mathematical expectation of the first hitting time and the stationary

distribution。the estimation of the emission probability is obtained．Furthe咖ore。an estimate of the transfer

matrix is obtained．Finally，applying the new method to the 6lm recommendation system of the Grouplens

Reach dataset。our method is better than other models；thev also are used to study the regional system of

business cycle in China since 2000．The new method proposed in this paper can greatly reduce the computa．

tional complexitv and is a useful complement to the Viterbi al霉prithm．

Key words：Hidden Markov Models；recommendation system；regime switching

The Illl阳ct of the USMCA蚰Illtema廿彻鲥Ec伽omic and T阳de Rul船锄d Chj岫’s Respo吣e：
From A Comparative Pe璐pective of NAn．A and CPTPP (20)

Weng Guominl，Song Li2

(1．&^ooZ矿＆o加m施s，磊巧i讲唱‰如e瑙妙，日仍够舶“3JDD27；2．sc^oof矿L删，JI‰∞‰如ers渺矿
&沈耽e肌d死c^加fo耵，^‰∞999078)

A埘ract：The wodd is facing a change that has not been seen for a century．Unilatemlism and trade

protectionism are prevailing in the field of intemational economy and trade．The US一】Ⅵega—Canada a{；ree·
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ment，which entered into force recentlv，shows the trend of multilateml stagnation and the reconstllJction of

the mles dominated by regional agreements．From the perspective of mles，we can see that the USMCA has

made a new breakthrou曲in the digital trade mles， the intemational investment arbitration mechanism is

weakening，and the “non—market economy country”clause violates the multilateral mles．In the pmcess of

reconstmction of economic and trade 11Jles，China is facing such challenges as being restricted in the right of

fbe trade negotiation， being marginalized in participating in—obal economic goVemance， and increasing

strategic risk of“Belt and Road”．China should actively promote the refon．Il of the WTO at the intemational

level to enhance its voice， further deepen reform and promote the constmction of the free trade area at

home。expand f．oIeign investment and opening up，and further advance the “Belt and Road"initiative，in

order to meet the challen卵bmught bv the reconstrIlction of intemational economic and trade rules．

Key words：WTO refonll；economic and trade mle reconstmc“on；USMCA

Tal【ing and，IIlleories of Propeny (30)

Wang Lei

(L似J＆^ooZ，主流巧i彻g Go，狰^n，曙￡，n西e瑙f秒，日孵^ou 3JDD，8)

Abst船ct：ne issue of‘‘Taking”involves three kinds of questions：the le西timacy of Taking；the com-

pensation for Taking；and the criterion for judging the Regulative Taking．The personhood theory，utility

theory and pluralistic value theory of pmperty provide answers to these questions f而m difkrent angIes，and
there are both consensus and dif．ference in the claims of the three theo“es．The disagreements of the three

theories mainly exist in：the scope of Taking，the criterion of compensation for Taking and“1e criterion fbr

judging the Regulative Taking．According to the criterion of “practicality”，the three theories haVe dif亿rent

mle positioning in the institutions of Taking．

Key wOrds：taking；property；utility；personhood；pluralism

The Path and Co蛐temeasu懈ofIden6fying Indirect Expmpriati仰
in the Field of Inter曲tionalInveStment (39)

Sun Chengcheng

(￡删＆^ooZ，吼i舭‰协e倦泖。厂Po玩c以&如聊e帆d￡删，眈i托职，DoD船)
Abst髓ct：In the 6eld of intemational investmen【，indirect collection has alwavs been a hot and contm．

versial key and dif6cult issue+It is also an imponant practical issue that has been studied for a long time in

the legal circle but has not been weU solved．Driven by the global economic integration，the investment ac．

tivities between count“es in the world tend to be active and incI．ease signi6cantly．The new trend of intema．

tional investⅡlent arbitration caused by indirect expropriation puts forward new requirements for the study of

the judgment path of indirect expropriation．Under the new situation，the deten_nination of indirect expropria-

tion should be based on the pI．emise of its nature，the staning point of which is the determination of propertv

scope。the essential factor of which is the considera“on of the host country’s regulatory behavior and its in—

nuence．and the basic principle of which is I-easonable proDortion．To meet the international one’s invest．

ment needs in one’s opening up and one belt， one road， we should take a strategic view of the risks and

chaJlenges that indirect expropriation may bring，and proVide a strong guamntee for international inVestment

activities with active and ef亿ctive stI．ategies．

Key words：indirect expropriation；determination path；countermeasures

The Constmcti蚰of Co帅ty Social Govemance Index Modelin China (45)

Chen Lijun，Yu Jianxing，Dong Ying

(&^ooZ矿凡坛c锄瓴耶，绲巧i讲培‰西e玛妙，H讲够^ou 3J伽鳓
Abstmct：Social goVemance is an important aspect of national govemance，the challenge of social gov—

emance is to goVern grassroots，and the society rely grassmots for execution of social governance．In China，

county is the complete micro unit of the national霉rovemance system， so building a countv social governance

index model will be helpful to pmmote the modemization of countv govemance svstem and capacity．After re—

view of the studies on evalua“ons of social govemance，this paper takes good govemance as the value orien．

tation， aiming to improving the county鼬vemance emciency．In order to renect the interac“on between

county#rovemment and society，and catch up the characteristics of the countv social governance，we defined

four dimensions to measure social govemance emciency and they are social management，co—govemance of

{rovernment and society，social self二govemance and scienti6c and technological support．Then we constructed
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a county social govemance index model，which includes 1 1 6rst—class indicators and 24 second—class indi-

cators so as to eValuate the county social governance comprehensively and scientifically．The model can help
to identify the direction of social govemance at county level，and promote the modemization of county social

goVemance system and eapacity．

Key words：county social govemance；index development；comprehensive

The Lo西c and Practice of“Separation of

PerspectiVe of

Management and Operation”in Public Hospitals：

Corporate Govemance (53)

Wu Suxion91，Shen Xinzi2，Dong Jianxin3，Yang Hua4

(1，2，3．Sc矗oDf 0厂A，6fic日e以矾饥d M帆呼，聊眦，形e舷^oM肘edic越己概西e瑙i坷，形e眦^oM 325∞5；
4．&^002 Q厂胁碱如m，统巧i帆g‰如e瑙渺矿n以胁凡以吼i础se胁dic溉，日觎铲胁u 3JDD")

Abstract：The purpose of“separation of management f而m mnning”in public medical institutions is to

establish its status and nature dif玷rent f}om that of govemment administrative legal persons，and on this ba．

sis to give it the status of equal contract with the govemment to obtain business autonomv．The realiza“on of

“separation of management f}om running”depends on the state of residual right after the contract，and if the

residual right can be corresponding and moved from the govemment to the medical institution，it can f0珊a

corporate governance structure conducive to“separation of management f而m mnning”．The establishment of

the medical management center in the system does not fonn the corresponding relationship between the

residual claim right and the residual control right．If the hospital management fhnction is set outside the state

system， the degree of its function is related to the motivation of the board members in the corporate gover．

nance of medical institutions to partieipate in the govemance．The form of association has a more dif玷rentiat．

ed intemal unit than a single public hospital，so it has a stronger expression of interest demands，and it is

easier to foml an ef艳ctive corporate govemance structure．However，the effectiveness of corporate govemance

in public medical institutions depends on the peIfection of government resDonsibilitv mechanism．

Key words： medical management center； separation of management from mnning； corporate gover—

nance；residual claim：residual control right

Ma彻班ng the V珊age：A Study on the Management BehaVior of Gra鹃roots GoVer肿ent from the

PerspectiVe of Powers and Respo璐ibmtie卜—_the Case of the Project of“Linl【ing the IIIcre嬲e of

Urban Construction Land to the Increase of Rural Construction Land”in Chencun Vnlage (62)

Zhang Bochen，Liu Wei

(Depa们，，犯m Q厂5roc幻f99y，五Z流‰如e昭i炒，C矗凹z伊^un J3DDJ2)

Abstract：By transfoHning the theoretical perspective of“interest—management”in previous researches

into the analytical f}amework of“power—responsibility”，this paper probes into the specific operation of“link—

ing the increase of urban constlllction land to the increase of mral constllJction land”in Chencun Village，
and obtains the action logic of each subject during the process of“managing the village”，so as to explore the

internal mechanism of sustainably “managing the village”．According to this paper， during the process of

“managing the village”，although there is an imbalance of powers and responsibilities among“county，town-

ship and Village”， yet the three administrative units still opeI-ate continuously with the “interdependent”

stIucture of“bundled”powers and responsibilities．Instead of being in the“vassal"position in p r10ject opera·

tion and existing only as a field where Various media bring their fhnctions into play in the process of“project
matchmaking”as maintained by the theor)，of “coordinated regime’’，the township regime utilizes the inertia

fb珊ed by“power absorption”and“responsibility transfbr”to drive the intelweaving of powers and responsi—

bilities among the subjects at the county level，so as to continue the “interdependent"stIucture of powers

and responsibilities among“county，township and Village”and gain an initiatiVe in pnDject operation and re-

source allocation．Due to such“interdependent”stIructure，the govemments at the county and township 1evels

continue to inVest project resources into the viUage and maintain the management of the village after the

completion of these projects eVen though these projects are uneconomic．The grass—mots goVemment’s man—

agement of villages overthrows the inherent assumption that“profit—making operators pursue the maximization

of profits”．

Key words：managing the Village；project system；behaVior of local goVernment；power absorption；in—

terdependent stnJcture of powers and responsibilities
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Minet and Medicine in Modern Thought
Gao Like

(74)

(Dep甜￡粼nt可sociol0酊，巯e珏吼g U幽ers溉。H帆昏hou 3 l 0028、

Abstract：According to the difI．erence between“millet”and“medicine"in Liang Oichao’s thought，en．

1ightenment thought which established the value concept and order principle of modern societv is the miUet

in modern thought and anti—enlightenment criticaI theory which diagnoses and cures ills of modernitv is the

medicine in modern thought．The opposition between the two ideological trends of“millet”and“medicine”re．

flects the tortuous evolution of modern civilization．Descartes’ rationalism and Vico’s anti—rational“Doetic

wisdom”，Locke’s political theory of liberalism and Rousseau’s anti—liberal egalita“anism，Smith’s emo．

tionalism moral philosophy and Nietzsche’s anti—moral voluntarism philosophV renect the profbund disagree．
ment between the enlightenment“millet”and the anti—enlightenment“medicine”．Although the anti—enlight．
enment“medicine”is c—tical to the disadvantages of en】ightenment，jt js often unavojdable that jts blueprjnt

for construction is a Vague retroism and it is in danger of perfectionism．

Key woriIs：enlightenment；modemitv；millet；medicine；China

Research on the Internow of Ethics and Law (83)

Lou’11anyu

(sc^oof可m肋秒mion帆d E砌-epre凡eM您^咖，劢巧i册g踟劫e耶i￡y Q厂sc搪nce∞d％c^nofogy，日吼铲矗ou 3』DD刀)
Abstract：When it comes to the “interflow of ethics and 1aw”，it has gone through a long historv of

changes from“law in ethics”，“separation of ethics and law”to“introducing ethics into 1aw”．The traditional

Chinese law culture，with ethics and human fbe“ngs as the core，has realized the integration of self—disci．

pline norms and heteronomv norms， sparking the brilliance of people—oriented doctrine， and has its histori

cal rationality．The negative effects of“internow of ethics and law”are as fbllows：first，the loss of equalitv of

law，the “law”with ethics as the core has become a powe“hl t001 to maintain the fbudal social relations：

second，the boundary between law and morality has been confhsed，resulting in the legalization of moralitv
and the moralization of law；third，the loss of obiectivity of law，Law enforcement officials can interpret

sc“ptures by subjective wiU，thus forming the tradition of“human relationship is law”．Only by adhering to

the rational spirit and completing the transfbrmation ftom“fbcusing on relationship”to“fbeusing on contract”，

can the societv trulv move from the rule of man to the rule of law．

Key words：internow of ethics and law；introduction ethics into law；governance by ethics；governance
bv law

‘ 。

Language and Intuition：The Problem Of Speaking in the Philosophy

of Conscience in Confucian f 88)

Ye Yun

(Ac础叼’Q厂肘。矾ism帆d肋ifosop危)，矾d Sinofogy Rese甜c矗Ce凡把r，Mn砂o‰如e耶渺，Ⅳi，渤o 3J52，』)
Abstract： In Confhcianism， there are two ways of speaking， one is conceptually speaking， and the

other is non—conceptually speaking．The fbrmer resons to rational speculation and logical analvsis with the

concept as the core， while the latter to intuition and non—conceptual expression．Xiangshan expresses the

philosophy of conscience with inspiration and pointing，which is a non—conceptual statement．Xiangshan did

not resort to the concept of expressing the tmth 1ike Zhu Zi．Therefore，Zhu Zi believed that he did not sav it

and mistakenly thought it was Zen．In fact，the moral basis of the conscience is only non—conceptual，and
all conceptual expressions are only help．For the conscience， only rely on intuition and experience．There—

f．0re，it is unlikely that the moral basis in the philosophy of conscience can be defined bv concepts．But to．

day， in order to preVent it I'om being once again caught jn a lot of problems， it is very imponant to renect

and explain the conscience in a rational and speculatjve way．

Key words：language；intuition；the philosophy of conscience；conceptually speaking；non—conceptu．

ally speaking

Confuci粕Pe哦ctionism in Post—RawIsian Political PhiIosophy
Chen Yawen

(。，面孔“，zgL，，n5￡如“ze Q厂C“如“re Sf“diPs，S矗e，L=^e凡芒，凡：秽e，si￡y，S危e，L=矗en 5J806，)
Abstract：ThPre are wide discussions on political neutrality in academic discourse．Two opposite

ions are raised·Prop()nents of neutrality tend to argue political neutrality is pragmatic in a pluralistic
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While opponents of neutrality ar|glle there is a line between good l如肌d bad life，and the state should pro-

hibit tlle obviously bad ones and promote the good ones．】Ⅵoderate perflectionism is based on these two opin·

ions，which aims to promote the good life in modemte w匆s，such as subsidies，tax exemptions，and educa．

tion．MoreoVer，the conceptions of the good promoted by moderate perI’ectionism are

because they are conceptions imbedded in t11e public political culture．In Chinese context，modemte perfec·
tionism could be developed by absorbing Confusion ideas such as Ren(仁)．

Key啪rds：liberaJism；neutrality；Rawls，moderate pe如ctionism；Confucianism

“See硒ng PrincipIe outside of Mind”

Chen Qiaojian
(加t如u把矿舶如m仇i聊se刃如域t口，以Cu如啪，弧t傩i胍Ⅳor，删咖如e巧蚵，

(103)

Abstract：Basing on the theory of“Nothing exists beyond the mind”，Wang Yangming Criticizes Zhu Xi

seeking principle (moIal law)outside of mind as Gao Zi thinking that“ghteousness is extemal．Although

WaIlg Yangm设’s criticism indeed hit the needle of Zhu Xi’s theory in some sense。there is no con．espond．

ing completely to Zhu Xi’s philos叩hy．Wang YaIlgming ovedooks the knowledge of things due to thinking
that cleaning up the mind is the primary Gongfu．However，in some situations，in order to perfo珊the moral

duties out of our conscience，we must possess some kno“edge of things in adVance．

Key words：Wang Yangming；conscience(intuitiVe knowledge)；knowledge；things

The Ori西n of me Concept of“SubIilIIe’'and Its C佃tempo聆ry Si咖6ca眦e (1l 3)
Gao Ji锄ping

(Sc^ooZ o厂Hu，黼f斑s，鼽e磁^en魄如e粥浙，跏e船kn 5J『∞60)
Abstract：The concept of the sublime is an important category of aesthetics．Research on the sublime

ought to fbcus on the evolution of this concept thI．oughout histoIv，and also on the ways it has been viewed in

dif亿rent litemry and artistic works at the same time．Initiallv，the sublime was merely a type of beauty．In

the 1 8th century，as a cate即ry of aesthetics distinct f而m beautv，the sublime鼬ve rise to various theoretical

interpretations．The sublime was 6rst understood as greatness of stvle， then as feeling for nature， and in

modem an。it has been used to overcome banalitv．As an enters the post—modem age，as it plays an in．

creasingly imponant role in everydav life，and as anworks are created with new media technolo西es，the

conceDt of the sublime has taken on a new signi6cance．As an ori西nal force，the sublime will fulfiU the im．

possible，and wiU allow the subiect to canw out the spiritual conquest of its obiect．

Speed：．I'IIe Triple Co璐tmc6伽of№rrativeⅨ∞ou脚of Mode嘣ty (1 18)

Yang Xiangmng，Lei YunqiaIl

(＆^ooZ矿￡fte埘啪肌d如um以fsm，Xf锄伊饥‰西e耶盼，X泐辔帆4JJ J『∞)
Abst均ct：In the transfo咖ation of modem societv，there are three main modes of discourse in the con．

stmction of speed theory．The enlightenment narrative discourse of speed theory is baSed on a linear progres-

sive view of time．Advocating mtionality and pursuing efficiency is the spiritual root of modem speed worship．
The Aesthetic narTative discourse of speed theory is based on the aesthetic psychology．People regard the

aesthetic expression of rapid experience as a way of redemption for the modem survival dilemma．The Tech．

nical nan．ative discourse of speed theory is based on a ftactured view of time，which emphasizing a paradoxi-
cal tension between the perceptual logic of speed and technology．In f．ace of the accelerating society， it has

become worth pondering that how to getting out of the speed controlling and rethinking the relationship be-

tween the dailv lif．e and ourselves．

Key words：speed；modemity；enlightenment；aesthetic；technolog)r

na眦ur：Elegy of Heroism in the Modem Life (127)
Li Jian

(schol可Ans，N呐试g U疵ers沁，N喇沁2l0093、)
Abst髓lct：The naneur is one of the indispensable key words in the history of westem modern aesthetics．

Based on the specific historical context of its evolution，naneur can be understood as the hero of modemity．

Through a textual and visual practice based on urban space，the heroic theme and brilliance of modem life
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contained in naneur are embodied in the profound I．enection on the phantasmago“a of modernity and its lin-

ear historical namtive Iogic based on progress．The theoretical interpretation potential of this concept in the

dimensions of media techn0109y and fbmale images fhrther reveals the historic“significance of naneur as a

modern metaphor and method0109y．

Key words：naneur；modemity；hemism；urban space；media spectacle；phantasmagoria

The Triple Inspection of Interdisciplinary Education (134)
Wu Cha01，QiuJunpin92，Su Qian93

(1．脚昭狮如Dep酬脱m；2．吼inese Aco如呵Q厂5c据nce帆d尉Mcm如n眈以“啦i帆；3．劢0iongAc以e啊
。厂日i邸r Ed“c仍ion，日哪hoM Di珊弦i己腕而e邢i卯，日嘴hoM 3JDDJ8)

Abstract：At present，the traditional professional education in China’s coUeges and universities still oc．

cupies a dominant position，the breadth and depth of interdisciplinary education still need to be further ex．

panded，and the talent training svstem based on interdisciplinary has not reaUy fbnned．This is not only afkcted

bv the social culture and education svstem。but also bV the theoretical logic and praetical operation．To chanP犯

this situation，it is necessarv to clarifV the connotation and goal of interdisciplinary education f}om the perspec．

tive of theory of essence，aXiolog)r and methodology，h谵hl唔ht its contemporary Value for national construction，

social progress and personal development，and embody interdisciplinary characteristics in policy design，spe—

cialty setting，cuⅡiculum planning，teaching fom，science and education isomo叩hism，so as to promote stu—

dents to form cross—border thinking knowledge structure and comprehensive ability to solve complex problems．

Key words：interdisciplinary；interdiscipIinary education；policy des唔n；curriculum deVelopment

The Innovation Education and Its EIllightenment from UIliversity of Michi譬an (1 40)
Huang Zhaoxin。Li Yuhui

(C讫ino觑no口o￡ion凹ld点h￡rep，．eneM，苫^ip JE澎ucn￡ion尺ese(z，℃^‰￡i￡M把，形er珏^o“讹dic以Uni秒e，丐：￡％
形e，Lz危ou 325035)

Abstract：University of Michigan (UM)is known as Public Ivv．It is recognized as the model of public

universitv within the academia，along with Universitv of Wisconsin，Madison；Universitv of Calif．omia，Berkelev

and Universitv of 11linois， Urbana Champaign． University of Michigan features a positive tradition of

innovative education．The high—qualitv innovative education ecology has offered fbrtile soil fbr the innovative

education conducted in the UM medical sch001．In 2012．UM medical school launched an innovative education

strate#w research program——Fast F01ward Medical Innovation (FFMI)．Taking FFMI as the central axis and

each medical innovation proiect as the fhlcrlJm， the curriculum，team。capital and culture were seamlessly

connected，fbrming into a complete closed—loop ecological chain．This paper explored the innovation education

svstem of FFMI，seeking the chance to introduce a model of innovation education for medical schools in China．

Key words：Universitv of Michigan；innovation education；FFMI

Secret InVestigation：Study on CiVil InVestigation Procedures in Longquan Judicial ArchiVes(148)
Wu Zhengqiang

(Sc^ooZ Q厂日Mm觎娩s，历百i讲培踟砒糟毋，日咄Du 3J『DD28)

Abstract： Between 1 9 1 2 and 1 9 1 8，a secret inVestigation procedure took place in the civil lawsuit of

LDngquan County，and the evolution of the application of secret inVestigation procedures by different presid—

ing judges also took its course．Zhu Guangkui is the pioneer of the secret inVestigation procedure fbr civil 1it-

igation，who made it possible to detach the inVestigation flom a trial procedure and to directly resort to fact—

finding．Yang Yuqi seemed to be Zhu Guangkui’s imitator， who failed to accomplish the “fact—finding

mode”done on the basis of the t而al—exempted secret inVestigation．0n the contrary，Zhang Shaoxuan and

Zhang Ji did not detach the fact—finding from the trial，and instead used the trial to Iule out the disproving

of the secret inVestigation’s outcome，in which course secret inVestigation was stiU the basis of fact—finding

process．Wang Shihai still used the secret investigation procedure，but the secret investigation no longer con—

stituted the direct basis of the fact—finding process，but became the triaI preparation work；in other words，

the fact—finding was mainly completed through the trial．ReVealing the tIue pattern of the secret investigation
in Longquan County in 1910 can enrich the understanding of China’s modernization process f}om the per—

spective of bureaucracy．

Key words：secret investigation；fact—finding model；inquisito“alism；Longquan Judicial Archives
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